“It’s Nearly All Over”
Do you watch the different quiz shows on TV and end up shouting at the
contestants – well do you think you can do better? This is our newest event
and it is unique to Re-energize and is ideal as the entertainment to follow a
dinner or presentation.
Each dining table makes up a team and the teams compete head to head at
the various games on offer. All the teams participate at each round making
the event lively and very interactive. The objective will be to win as much
“money” as possible in the time allowed. Examples of rounds include:
They think it’s all over
Each team will be given pictures of 3 sports personalities which will
appear on the big screen. The team are divided into two groups in front
of the screen. The team with their backs to the screen have to guess the
personality from the other group who have to describe the personality
without mentioning the name. The team has 1 minute only!
The Weakest Link
Each team will be asked one question and if they get it right they stay in for that
round and as each round is completed the amount of money the team wins will
increase. Each team will be nominated as the weakest link and eliminated from
each round. Quick fire rounds - a team will only be given 5 seconds to answer
each question which will increase in difficulty as the rounds progress.
Have I got news for you!
The teams are shown a current newspaper headline on the big screen with a
section of the headline missing. On their answer sheets the team have to place
the words they feel complete the headline best. Money will be awarded for the
correct answer, the closest answer and the funniest answer as the MC goes
around the tables.
In it to win It!
Fun games which involve the teams going head to
head to win more money by moving the matchbox
or orange, down the team line, without using their
hands!!
The cost for the It’s Nearly All Over game show is £1,250 + Vat for the MC, staff, props and P.A. System
and is based on 6 tables – please ask for a further quote for increased numbers and the rounds will need to
be revised to suit increased teams
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